alpacadev.com

FULL CYCLE OF MOBILE APPS
AND COMPLEX WEB SERVICES
DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTS AND MOBILE APPS
DEVELOPMENT AND RUNNING
We provide full cycle services for development of iOS and Android mobile applications, as well as create software systems,
such as administrative panels and websites; designing complex architecture; implementing unique features.

DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT

OUTSOURCING

OUTSTAFFING

Full cycle of development: from analysis to
release. We study our client’s needs,
competitive environment, and target audience
behavior in detail. We develop interfaces,
create designs, and animations. We write clean
code, test it and release it. 



We provide support for our own and third-party
projects. We find problem areas and make
adjustments in a timely manner. We can handle
legacy code. We work with SLA and other types
of support.

We provide a complete replacement of an
internal IT department of your organization. You
get qualified personnel for creating and
developing your projects without payroll and
other internal costs. 



We offer our best employees to strengthen the
customer development team. We wil provide
CVs, conduct technical interviews and promptly
join your project.

OUR PROFILE

BACK-OFFICE / ERP SYSTEM
ADMIN PANELS
Tools for managing large-scale systems. We
strive to design UX with administrators in mind,
and make strategic and intelligent architectural
decisions.

BACKEND DEVELOPMENT

APPLICATIONS

Server part is the heart of any project. 

We know how to create fault-tolerant services for a
large number of users. We write a beautiful API that
developers love.


We create a front-end for web and mobile
applications. We use native technologies and
modern frameworks.

OUR CLIENTS
We are the general contractor for large Russian digital agencies. 

We develop and support projects for medium and large-sized businesses. We specialize in projects within insurance and
medicine industries, as well as financial technology, outstaffing for some of the largest banks in Russia. We are involved in the
development of several large and several taxi services.


We are unable to share our full client list here because we value confidentiality of our clientele, and strictly adhere to our
non-disclosure agreements.


TECHNOLOGY
When working on mobile applications, we prefer to use native development tools recommended by Google and Apple.
When implementing web projects, we only use high-speed JS frameworks and the latest versions of HTML | CSS. And for
server development we choose solutions suitable for the workload and architecture.

BACK-END


FRONT-END


MOBILE

DEVOPS

Node.js

Python

Laravel (PHP)

Symfony (PHP)

Yii 2 (PHP)

HTML | CSS

React JS

Angular

Vue JS

Kotlin

Swift

Java

Objective C

Flutter

CI/CD

Git

Jenkins

AWS

Zabbix

etc.

ALL DMS
VOLUNTARY HEALTH INSURANCE
POLICY IN A CONVENIENT FORMAT
 

ALL DMS 


Полис ДМС в удобном формате
Первый сервис, позволяющий пользоваться Полисом ДМС в удобном

формате мобильного приложения.

The first ever service that allows utilization of the VHI policy in a mobile app
convenient format.
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Первый сервис, позволяющий пользоваться Полисом ДМС в удобном
формате мобильного приложения.

We developed a system for our client that was easy to rebuild for private

customers. Thus using ALL VHI service platform project for companies such
as Rostelekom, Absolute Insurance, Insurance Company “Max” were
implemented.
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Транзитер 
LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT
Cargo delivery service by the passing transport

The software package consists of mobile
applications, a website and a unique
administrative panel.



A unique interface for drivers and service
customers was developed and implemented.


At the moment, the project is in the stage of
field testing, it is developing and acquiring
new functions.

e-accident
EUROPEAN ACCIDENT
STATEMENT NOTICES
The first convenient and user-friendly app for car accidents
registration based on European Accident Statement and
photos of the accident site. 

This application determines the place of the
accident and adds that location in the
protocol, and in the photos from the accident
site.
The protocol may be filed on more than one device. Both
drivers can file it simultaneously and synchronize it using
the QR code. 


All the information regarding previous
incidents and the cars owned is stored on the
application’s servers, and can be seen on the
app.


ART CONSTRUCTOR 

OF THE TRETYAKVOV
GALLERY 

This is a game for creative people.

Suitable for tablets and

phones.

It is a program that enables user to create a
landscape from individual fragments, as well
as a guide to building a classic landscape.


More than 25 Italy sceneries, created by Fyodor
Matveev, with the comments from a professional.

You can complete your creation in the frames
workshop and share it with you friends via
social media.  


SURVEY SERVICE

FOR INSURANCE BROKERS

‘MAL AKUT’

We have developed a web application for conducting various types of surveys. We created a
questions generator which is convenient to manage, and a client application that is a visual treat.

We designed and developed a server
architecture that allows you to store a large
amount of data in various formats, that is
easily exported for building reports.


In the back-office we made a tool for
exporting the report directly into Power Point
or Excel.

The front-end has nice animations and friendly
UX.

You will want to participate in a survey

created by our service.

illogical Alex
INTERACTIVE PUZZLE
IT IS A HARDCORE INTERACTIVE PUZZLE 2013-2014

Best AppStore game in Russia, 3 weeks in a row.

The 3rd prize among the best game and apps in Russia, 2
weeks in a row.

TOP 20 best AppStore games and application in the
USA, 2 weeks in a row.

CONTACT 

US

a.poletaev@alpacadev.com
+7 (960) 960 8141

Barnaul - 
 Moscow

St. Petersburg

alpacadev.com

Whatsapp

Telegram

